Summary: Genescript uses a number of publicly available analysis programs to annotate a DNA sequence. It provides an integrated display of results from each program, and includes an evidence-based scoring system that gives informative summaries of predicted gene models.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The program's overall structure is similar to the HGMP pipeline, GeneMachine, and Genotator, with added features not found elsewhere, including GFF versions of all results, advanced EST alignments and dbEST searching, EST clustering, and gene model scoring. To facilitate easy data viewing, Genescript displays web-based and offline results in HTML, PDF, and PNG formats. It also outputs annotation information in VISTA, GenBank, and EMBL formats. Users desiring a more interactive annotation viewer can use Artemis (Rutherford et al., 2000) to view the results. Genescript easily adapts to a multi-processor environment by running independent jobs in parallel. For an overview of the pipeline flow, see http:://tcag.bioinfo.sickkids.on.ca/genescript/flow/.
Gene prediction
Genescript predicts genes using Genscan (Burge and Karlin, 1997) , HMMgene (Krogh, 1997) and GRAIL-EXP (Hyatt et al., 2000) , and the exon predictor MZEF (Zhang, 1997) . We chose Genscan and HMMgene because they are two of the most accurate gene predictors available (Rogic et al., 2001) . Since Genscan and HMMgene are both based on hidden Markov models, we added support for GRAIL-EXP and MZEF to provide annotation information from a variety of gene detection methods.
Masking repeats can interfere with gene predictions and lead to false negative results (Korf et al., 2001) . Therefore, * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Genescript runs all prediction programs on the input sequence before masking repeats. While gene finders often predict that repeat elements like LINE1 are genes, these false positives are easily identified by cross-referencing them with the repeats in the graphical overview.
Genescript uses BLASTX to compare full predicted gene models against the non-redundant protein database NR and incorporates the results into its output.
Masking repeats
Genescript uses RepeatMasker (Smit and Green, 1997) to identify and mask repeats. This is essential for reliable similarity searches using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) . Thus, Genescript uses masked sequences in all similarity searches.
EST similarity searches
Genescript performs initial similarity searches against EST databases using BLAST. It identifies high scoring hits through filtering BLAST output using user defined thresholds. Next, it extracts these sequences from local sequence databases and performs a more specific alignment with Sim4 (Florea et al., 1998) . This method identifies intron-exon boundaries more accurately, and reduces the complexity of the information that is later displayed graphically. This procedure is also used for comparative EST searches, though the user-defined thresholds may differ.
Genescript handles the dbEST database in a different manner. First, Genescript retrieves all sequences directly involved in BLAST hits. Then, to retrieve all relevant EST sequence, Genescript identifies the clone from which each detected sequence came, where possible, and uses NClever (Rioux et al., 1994) to retrieve all sequences from these clones. Next, it clusters all retrieved sequences using the TIGR assembler (Sutton et al., 1995) , as longer EST sequences aid gene identification.
Genescript thus uses both pre-clustered EST databases, which are not updated daily, and dbEST clustering, which may be less precise, but give more up-to-date information.
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Comparative genomic searches
Genescript uses BLASTN for genome-to-genome comparative alignments, as Sim4 is inappropriate for such comparisons. Users may specify filtering thresholds for both non-human EST and non-human genomic databases.
Automated gene model scoring system
Genescript assesses the confidence of gene model prediction automatically. It assesses each feature based on evidence from different sources, such as gene predictors or sequence databases. Each evidence piece has a score value in the range 0 to 1 inclusive. For gene predictors, this score measures the confidence the program assigns to the feature. This score is zero in the absence of a prediction, which lowers the final score for missed features. For similarity searches, the score is the percent similarity. Similarity information, is only used if it increases the final score for a feature. Features overlapping a repeat have final score zero, regardless of other evidence, which may remove some exons from non-transposon genes; these can be recaptured subsequently.
These various scores must then be combined. Genescript assigns a numerical weight value to each source of evidence. The final score for a feature is the weighted average of all pieces of evidence considered. Genescript filters out models whose average or maximum feature scores are below user-defined thresholds.
Program output
Genescript can generate output in many formats. The simplest are the standard GFF (see http://www.sanger.ac. uk/Software/formats/GFF/) and FASTA formats. It also returns the raw output from annotation programs. It also outputs in GenBank, EMBL, and VISTA annotation formats.
For manual annotation, Genescript also generates interactive HTML views and graphical PDF and PNG views. It creates consistent HTML views for gene predictions and e-PCR information and provides links to raw program output and the retrieved FASTA files. It also uses gff2ps (Abril and Guigó, 2000) to produce graphical alignment views.
Of the three views presented, one contains all strands (positive, neutral, and negative) with each information source condensed into a single track. The other views expand information sources to multiple tracks so that features do not overlap. These views show the forward plus neutral strands and the neutral plus reverse stands respectively.
Summary
Laboratories can use Genescript as an aid to manual annotation or in an automated annotation effort. It provides graphical overviews of all data needed in annotation and integrates many commonly used tools and database searches. Support for the GFF, FASTA, GenBank and EMBL formats, make Genescript compatible with further post-processing. Genescript standardizes results to the GFF format, provides detailed EST alignments and dbEST searching, EST clustering, and automated gene model scoring.
